
Samsung’s small-sized semi-outdoor signage provides business owners with a dynamic 
approach to delivering a coherent and ultimately purchase-inducing message to 
consumers as a window display of retail shops, real estate agencies and other locations.  
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DISPLAY OM24E 



Unparalleled and immaculate picture quality

ability to achieve and project vivid imagery in your outdoor 
signage has never been easier, due to innovations such 
as circular polarizing technology that fully addresses any 
challenges that come with semi-outdoor installations.  

display, while the high contrast ratio allows for vibrant and 
meticulous detail to project your desired message. 

 

  Enhanced clarity that delivers optimum brightness  

  True depths of deeper black with an ultra-high contrast ratio   

ratio that enable outdoor signage to emanate true and deep 

with ambient light.

  Circular polarizing technology that 
overcomes the visual limitations of displays                                                               

visible to viewers who are wearing polarized sunglasses.

and radiation

such a way to uphold its integrity despite rigorous internal 
testing to all manners of environmental hazards, such as 

Heightened durability and 24/7 uptime

Semi-outdoor signage communication with the general 

meticulous detail to project your desired message. Ci
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even easier to modify or update content to be played on 

can be used on a tablet or other mobile devices to easily 
deliver content to the display or to update the display’s 
templates or content.

Low noise emissions and minimized 
undesirable distraction

tend to generate more noise than ordinary displays and as 
the displays are typically installed inside the store’s front 
window, this noise can detract from the store’s image. 

Integrated management of SSSP 3.0

streamline operation of digital signage and improve total 

enables you to create, deploy and manage content more 

usability with other applications.
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Customizable Auto Brightness sensor

the monitor.
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About Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.        

    

www.samsung.com global.samsungtomorrow.com.
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